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A Marriage of Two Materials… 
 

 The Unique Story of Wood Veneer Laminated into Glass   

The story actually began prior to 1991, when at the time, a world 

leader in the wood veneer industy became involved showcasing 

the beauty of wood in a very unique way.  The development was 

a joint venture between the Danzer Group, an architect and a 

glazier.   

In the Spring of that year, wood veneer laminated into glass was 

launched on the world design stage; the venue for which was 

the Interzum exposition and trade show in Köln Germany. 

The Danzer booth was transformed to showcase the unique and 

awe inspiring product.  Large panels of glass showcasing 

different species of wood were found suspended from wires in 

some areas of the booth, simply floating in 

space as works of art.  While in other areas of 

the booth, illuminated walls separated small 

conference and breakout areas, providing a 

more structured vision of elegence.      

The laminated veneer in glass was  

enthusiastically welcomed by an audience of 

architects, designers and artisans attending the 

show from around the world.   

Unfortunately, for whatever reason, the product 

team did not pursue its development beyond the 

show that year.  The idea however, had still 

sparked the interest of many who had seen the display, 

including our founder, Scott Brogan.   



But a distinct advantage Intermezzo has over its 

competition when specifying wood veneers 

laminated in glass, is that it’s related to a veneer 

company…...with a visionary at the helm.   

Our research has shown that most species can 

be laminated in glass through our patented 

process. 

The uses and combinations are really only 

limited by imagination.    
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Fast forward to 2010…with a vision still in mind 

Mr. Brogan met another entrepreneur at the BDNY show in NYC, who owned a company 

producing laminated glass in Brooklyn NY.  As the two talked, and product was reviewed,    

it became clear to the two gentlemen, that they should join forces and begin a new venture 

together.  Upon acquiring interest within the company, Intermezzo LLC was launched and 

we were in the laminated glass business.  Many other materials are also available laminated 

in glass as well. 

If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door. 

  ~ Milton Berle 


